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Reactive crisis planning is the process of developing responses that will be
enacted once an anticipated crisis occurs. As noted earlier the best IMd plans will
not prevent all crises from occurring, thus clearly spelled out actions in the face
of a real crisis are the next best thing. When doing reactive planning it is
important for te~s. to plan for the wors~. A lesser known corollary of the human
law, C4If-1tcan go wrong, it will!" is, "When it does go wrong, it will b.e ugly".
.Proactive plans specify- specific actiQns for specific team members and spell out.
interventions that all team members are aware of and can rely on in a time of
.high stress. In this way the ugliness can be contained.-

Concerted crisis planning is the best way to help.not only the family ~ut other
team members manage difficult times. It is during crises that systemsand
professionals are moSt likely to fall into the trap of telling family members
~
.
"ifferent messagesin responseto the immediacy of their need. At a time of crisis
_onflicting or unclear messagesand supportsare not helpful. Clear teani planning
can prevent this and increase the chancesthat a given crisis will not only be safe
but also an opportunity for changeand a better life for the family.
Reactive planning bas four simple steps for the,facilitator and the team to
perfonn in order to develop a responsive plan for when a crisis occurs. They are;
reviewing the plan to detennine what can go wrong, planning immediate
strategies~.d actions. implementing the plan, and reviewing and tailoring the
plan.
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Reviewing the plan for what can go wrong: Many.plans rely on a broad mix of
individuals and services to meet the complex needsof one family. In-.theevent of
a very complicated plan there are likely to be placeswhere the plan can easily
break down. The team should take a few minutes to identify where planned
supports will be at most risk and what possible consequenceswill result if the
activity does not occur. This will help the team target specific areaswhere a
reactive crisis plan will be needed.While predicting all crises is impossible it is
!
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wise for teams to think ahead and set up responses.to likely crises in advance.
Places in plans where these crises will occur can best be predicted by a review of
past behavior. The best predictor of future crises is past cri.ses. If f~ly
violence
has been a p;ast issue. teams should plan as if it will occur. If self haI111is a
recent occurrence teams should plan as if it will happen again. This is not done to
cast blame and suspicion but rather to assur~ the family and other key team
members that when these events do occur support can be counted on .and can
occur in a planful and purposeful manner.

Planning immediate strategies and actions: Rea~tiveplans are plans developed
by the team describing what will happenif the crisis acrually occurs. Jl1ese plans
tend to specify roles for all involved team.membersand are extremely concrete in
nature. Through examining crisis responsesteamscan help to manage crises.as
they occur ra~er than being caughtby surprise. Facilitators will need to lead a
brainstonn process that identifies a series of responsesto each potential crisis
identified in the previous step. Most often reactive plans involve arranging back
up resources for when the original plan fails or is unavailable. If ~tensive
\ staffmg or time spending is part of me plan the team needsto consi~er arranging
~ack up'."Other examples include targetingunique supports for a f~ly
member
on an irregular basis at their request.One thing this level of planning
accomplishes is tllat it gives teammembersa role to fill in crisis. For most
peopJehaving a job in the middle of a crisis alleviatessome of the stress and
confusion caused by the events. Reactivecrisis plans sh.ouldbe guided by the
principles of good crisis intervention; an immediateresponse,an action
oriefltation, and a limited duration.
Facilitators will find it important to recognize that there are frequently two levels
of need occurring in response to a crisis. The first is clearly the family tS level of
need and support. The second will be occurring for key system players,
depending on the nature of the crisis. For exampl.e, if family violence occurs not
onJy will the famjly benefit from clearly targeted support plans but !.l;,vil.~be
important to acknowledge and plans for the needs of the child welfare system as
they work to assess and assure safety. If the event is related to potential
psychiatric needs the mental health worker will be fac~g pressure~ and demands
that a quality crisis plan can help with. Roles can be assigned to team members to'
~eJp accomplish tasks that may traditionally fall to fue representative from a .
'ngle system e.g. a team member can arrange to notify the hospital or extended
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family members or a team member ~ arrange to have a family member come to
stay at their ~ome temporarily as a part of the reactive plan.
Implementing the plan: As in most aspects of individualized planning
implementAtion the Nike corporation has adopted the prevalent slogan" Just Do
It". In "doing» the reactive crisis plan several elements are important for
facilitators to keep in mind. The first is the development of a comm~cation .
mechanism to assure that all team members know that a crisis has oCcurred and it
is time to do the job ~ey were assi.gnedin the plan. The most frequently'used
mechanism for this conununication is the use of a phone tree that is established so
the parent or other family member needs to make only one call and the rest of the
team will be notified. The second important element to keep in mind that teams
will often want to drastically cl1angethe domain based plan in response to the
first majo.r crisis. Despite the fact that the team has reviewed and planned for a
given crisis some team members may use the crisis as an opportunity to' suggest
that the plan is not adequate and needs to be changed. The facilitators's role in
this event is to remind the team of its commitment to implement the plan and
.assw:e the team that there will be an opportunity to review the plan once the
family is thfough the first most intense throes of the crisis. No changes should be
made to the plan in the middle' of the onset of the crisis.
Revie~g
and tailoring the plan: After each crisis event the team should
convene within 48 -72 hours to review how dIe plan worked, whetller it effective,
how does it need to. be changed tQ be more effective, and what did the team learn
that will help with the next crisis. Any changes should be incorporated in the
central individualized plan and communicated to all team members so every can
stay "on the same pagett. If major changes are to be made to the overall plan this
is the time to begin to consider dIem not during the trisis. If there are concerns
about the effectiveness of the plan the facilitator will need to help the team
examine carefully what these concerns ar~ and wh.at the best way to respond to
them is.
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It is in responseto crisis that many team membersrevert to wanting to do
businessas usualt relying on categoricalservices rather than createdplans.
Teams will also have a 'tendencyto want to plan ways to control behaviors
exhibited during the crisis rather than examine the underlying wunet needsand
,responding to them. Facilitators will be challengedto keep the needsbased
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Date Li~t Updated:
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Reactive Crisis Plan
FamilyName:
Date Plan Developed:
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Places Plan Is On File:

Team Members Present:
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Reactive Crisis Plan
Family
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Places Plan Is On File:

Team Members Present:
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